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Regular Expression Recipes for Windows Developers: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2005
Regular Expressions are an essential part of programming, but they can be hard to come to grips with. Regular Expression Recipes for Windows Developers contains over 100 of the most popular regular expressions, along with explanations of how to use each one. Languages covered include JavaScript, VB, VB.NET, and C#.

This...
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Microsoft Expression Web For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
Covers tools for beginners and Web design pros 

Create and maintain dynamic Web sites that express your personality! 

Expression Web is Microsoft's latest program for designing attractive, easy-to-navigate Web sites. Design beginners will love this book's plain-English explanations on how to set up a new site and create Web...
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Electricity and Magnetism: New Formulation by Introduction of Superconductivity (Undergraduate Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2013

	The author introduces the concept that superconductivity can establish a perfect formalism of electricity and magnetism. The correspondence of electric materials that exhibit perfect electrostatic shielding (E=0) in the static condition and superconductors that show perfect diamagnetism (B=0) is given to help readers understand the...
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Regression Analysis: Statistical Modeling of a Response VariableAcademic Press, 2006

	The objective of Regression Analysis: Statistical Modeling of a Response

	Variable, Second Edition, is to provide tools necessary for using the modeling

	approach for the intelligent statistical analysis of a response variable.

	Although there is strong emphasis on regression analysis, there is coverage

	of other linear models such...
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Bioinformatics: Databases and SystemsSpringer, 1999

	Bioinformatics brings computational methods to the analysis and processing of genomic data. Bioinformatics: Databases and Systems focuses on the issues of system building and data curation that dominate the day-to-day concerns of bioinformatics practitioners. Included are chapters by many of today's leading bioinformatics...
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Python Web Scraping Cookbook: Over 90 proven recipes to get you scraping with Python, micro services, Docker and AWSPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Untangle your web scraping complexities and access web data with ease using Python scripts

	
		Key Features

		
			Hands-on recipes to advance your web scraping skills to expert level
	
			Address complex and challenging web scraping tasks using Python
	
			Understand the web...
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Mastering Regular Expressions, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2002
This book is about a powerful tool called "regular expressions". It teaches you how  to use regular expressions to solve problems and get the most out of tools and  languages that provide them. Most documentation that mentions regular expressions  doesn't even begin to hint at their power, but this book is about ...
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R Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2014

	The R Quick Syntax Reference is a handy reference book detailing the intricacies of the R language. Not only is R a free, open-source tool, R is powerful, flexible, and has state of the art statistical techniques available. With the many details which must be correct when using any language, however, the R Quick Syntax Reference...
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Java 8 Lambdas: Functional Programming For The MassesO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If you’re a developer with core Java Se skills, this hands-on book takes you through the language changes in Java 8 triggered by the addition of lambda expressions. You’ll learn through code examples, exercises, and fluid explanations how these anonymous functions will help you write simple, clean, library-level code that...
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High-Grade Gliomas: Diagnosis and Treatment (Current Clinical Oncology)Humana Press, 2006

	This is truly an exciting time in the field of neuro-oncology, particularly in the area of highgrade

	gliomas. The management of patients with high-grade gliomas has historically been one

	of the most challenging and disheartening fields in medicine, where failure is the rule and

	longevity is the exception. The jaded often state that...
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MEL Scripting for Maya Animators (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003

	Between 1997 and 2002, AliaslWavefront's Maya has found wide acceptance
	in the animation, visual effects, and games communities, in large
	part because of the tremendous extent that it encourages customization
	through developing plug-ins and scripting in Maya Embedded Language
	(MEL). Major studios, including Disney, Dreamworks,...
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Mastering Regular ExpressionsO'Reilly, 1997
This book is about a powerful tool called "regular expressions."

Here, you will learn how to use regular expressions to solve problems and get the most out of tools that provide them. Not only that, but much more: this book is about mastering regular expressions.

If you use a computer, you can benefit from regular...
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